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Abstract

Block propagation models have been used for years for rockfall hazard assessment.

However, the settings of model parameters that guarantee the predictive capabilities

of the simulations for a given study site remains a key issue.

This research aims at investigating the predictive capabilities of block propaga-

tion models after a preliminary calibration phase. It is focused on models integrating

the shape of blocks since, despite their sound physical bases, they remain less used

than lumped-mass approaches due to their more recent popularisation.

Benefiting from both a recently built model integrating block shape usable in 2D

and 3D and from recent experimental results at the slope scale, we first performed an

expert-based calibration based on the use of the 2D model and, second, evaluated the

predictive capabilities of the calibrated model in 2D and in 3D using the remaining

part of the experimental results.

The calibrated model simulations predict the main characteristics of the propaga-

tion. Similar level of adequacy between simulations and experimental results in the

calibration and validation phases emphasizes genericity of the model settings which

guarantees practical applicability : after a calibration phase on sufficient amount of

soil types, the model may be used in a predictive manner. The adequacy between

2D and 3D simulations also favors applicability of the model since easier and faster

calibrations based on 2D simulations only can be envisaged.

As classically observed for block propagation models, the model is not sufficient

to predict the details of the velocity and stopping points but provides accurate

prediction of the global ranges of these quantities, in particular of the extreme

values. To lift these limitations in terms of predictive capabilities, more advanced

calibration procedures based on optimization techniques can constitute a promising

perspective.
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1. Introduction

Block propagation analysis is a key element in the process of rockfall hazard assess-

ment. Although empirical approaches remain used, block propagation is generally

quantitatively analysed using process-based models (Volkwein et al., 2011). Among

these, classical 2D lumped-mass models are still extensively used. They consider the

block as a moving material point that propagates in interaction with the terrain, mod-

elled as a 2D profile. Several levels of complexity exist regarding the modelling of the

interaction between the block and the terrain, allowing to account, more or less in de-

tails, for the effects of terrain and block properties (Bourrier and Hungr, 2013; Dorren,

2003; Volkwein et al., 2011). Despite the historical preeminence of 2D lumped-mass

models, an increase in the use of more complex models has been observed for approxi-

mately twenty years. Several 3D lumped-mass models (e.g. Crosta and Agliardi, 2004;

Dorren, 2003; Guzzetti et al., 2002; Lan et al., 2007) have been developed and are

largely used. Models explicitly integrating block shape (e.g. Descoeudres and Zimmer-

mann, 1987; Koo and Chern, 1998; Leine et al., 2014; Toe et al., 2018) have been more

recently applied for practical case studies. Such models exist for long (Descoeudres and

Zimmermann, 1987; Falcetta, J.L., 1985) but their practical use was favored by the

recent increase in computational capabilities. The relatively recent interest in these

models entails that the research results related to them (e.g. Garcia et al., 2020; Lu

et al., 2019, 2020; Toe et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2020) are substantially less profuse than

those related to lumped-mass models, in particular concerning their calibration and

use in practice.

Although block propagation models have been used for years, the settings of the

model parameters to guarantee the predictive capabilities of the simulations for a given

study site remains difficult. As the number of existing rockfall events on the site of

interest is usually very small, even sometimes nil, this settings cannot only be based

on the comparison to these events. Most of practitioners favor settings based on the

use of typical ranges of parameters values depending on the soil type, obtained from

back analysis of simulations on several sites or given by the model developers. These

values may be adjusted depending on the experience of the practitioner and on the

observed deposited blocks and previous events on the site. Generally, the predictive

capabilities of the simulations cannot directly be assessed, because of limited events

in the site. Consequently, it relies on the quality of the block propagation model and

of the associated calibration.

The calibration process complexity mainly depends on the characteristics of the

propagation model. The use of models based on sound physical approaches simplifies

the calibration process since such models are generally robust and involve parameters

with clear physical meanings. The number of model parameters should also remain

limited to its minimum because the assessment of the relative influence of the param-

eters is simplified and because it reduces the amount of data required for calibration.
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The questions of the amount of data required for a correct calibration and of the type

of data required remain open. As mentioned above, the quantity of experimental data

required for the calibration highly depends on the robustness of the model and on the

number of parameters. Both data at the rebound scale (Asteriou and Tsiambaos, 2018;

Bourrier et al., 2012; Labiouse and Heidenreich, 2009; Lu et al., 2019) and at the slope

scale (Caviezel et al., 2019; Dorren et al., 2006; Giani et al., 2004; Hu et al., 2017;

Spadari et al., 2012; Volkwein et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2020) may be used. Finally,

the calibration procedure should remain practically feasible. This question is crucial,

especially for models that require large computational efforts, such as the propagation

models explicitly integrating block shape.

The objective of this research is to investigate the predictive capabilities of block

propagation models integrating the shape of blocks after a preliminary calibration

phase, designed to remain practically feasible. In this research work, we benefited

from both a recently built model integrating block shape usable both in 2D and 3D

and from recent experimental results at the slope scale.

The contributions of the article are as follows. The propagation model used is based

on nonsmooth mechanics (Brogliato, 2016; Moreau, 1988), following recent research

results in the field (Leine et al., 2014). The nonsmooth approach is a sound mod-

elling framework to obtain a robust numerical method, which satisfies the threshold

phenomena (friction, contact) and the dissipation properties of the model in discrete

time, in particular impact dissipation and energy properties (Acary, 2015). In this

article, the originality is to include rolling friction in addition to more standard phe-

nomena such as frictional, plastic and impact dissipation processes at the interface

between the soil and the block. The efficiency of the introduction of the rolling resis-

tance to accurately model the interaction was already shown in (Bourrier et al., 2012;

Garcia et al., 2020). The experimental dataset, used in this article is made of data

on two propagation paths with similar soil types. It provides sufficiently exhaustive,

diversified, and detailed data for a) calibrating the model on the first path, and b)

assessing its predictive capabilities on the second one. In addition, the extensive data

related with block properties and trajectories on both sites, and the large number of

block released, constitutes a substantial advantage for both the calibration and the as-

sessment of predictive capabilities. For the purpose of the study, we built an original,

and practically oriented, calibration procedure. We first performed an expert-based

calibration based on the use of the 2D model and of part of the results obtained in the

field experiments. Second, we evaluated the predictive capabilities of the calibrated

model in 2D and in 3D using the remaining part of the experimental results.

The field experiments and the modelling approach are respectively presented in

Section 2 and Section 3. The results obtained are then detailed in Section 4, focusing

first on the calibration of the model (Section 4.1) and, then, analysing the relevance and

robustness of the simulation results (Section 4.2) as well as the predictive capabilities

of the model (Section 4.3). Section 5 concludes the article with a detailed discussion
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of the results.

2. Field experiments

The field experiments used in this study for the calibration of the model and assess-

ment of its predictive capabilities had been collected with the objective of providing

experimental data of block propagation for the assessment of models relevance on con-

figurations where propagation simulations are potentially problematic (Bourrier et al.,

2020).

The experiments, carried out in a quarry (Authume, France, owner: Pernot S.A),

consisted in the successive release of more than one hundred blocks on two propagation

paths. The first path, referred to as path A (Fig. 1), is characterized by an upper gentle

slope section, made of newly deposited quarry waste, mixing sand, clay, and limestone

fragments. This upper slope is overhanging a subvertical rock cut made of compact

limestone rock and, at the toe of this wall, an horizontal track, made of compact

quarry waste. A second rock cut, with same characteristics as the first one, separates

this track from the quasihorizontal platform, also made of compact quarry waste,

acting as terminal deposit area. The second path, referred to as path B (Fig. 2), is

characterized, in its upper section, by an inclined slope made of medium soft quarry

waste, mixing sand, clay, and limestone fragments. This slope is bordered, at mid-

distance, by a rock cut on one side and by a talus on the other, which creates a so-called

corridor. The intermediate section of path B is characterized by two successive tracks,

made of compact quarry waste, and separated by a short slope, made of medium soft

quarry waste. The second track is followed by an inclined slope also made of medium

soft quarry waste, terminated by a globally horizontal deposit area, made of compact

quarry waste. For both paths, the altitude difference between the top and the bottom

of the path is approximately 45m.

A Digital Terrain Model (DTM - resolution: 0.2m) was built in order to perform

analyses of block trajectories. The DTM was generated from a set of images, taken

from a UAV and from the ground. The images were treated using photogrammetry

techniques (software Agisoft V1.2.6). A set of 20 control points covering the site, and

located in a local coordinate system using a theodolite (Leica TS02), was used in

the building process. Two GPS points and one geodesic point were also recorded to

georeference the DTM.

Approximately fifty blocks were successively released on each propagation path

using a power shovel. A release zone (4m x 4m horizontal area) was delimited at the

top of each path. The vertical release heights were set at 4m for path A and 2m for

path B.

The blocks used in the experimental campaign were visually selected to obtain block

volumes approximately ranging between 0.1 and 0.75m3. Each block was weighted and

three principal lengths (L1, L2, and L3, with L1 > L2 > L3) have been measured for
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each block. These lengths characterize the minimal parallelepiped that incorporates

the block.

The quantitative analysis of block kinematics focused on measurements at specific

locations of the site, called Evaluation Screens (ES) (Figures 1 and 2), using cameras

with shooting range focused on the ES. For path A, the first evaluation screen (ES1−
A) was located at the end of the uphill gentle slope, just before the first rock cut, and

the second one (ES2−A) at the top of the downhill rock cut. For path B, ES1−B is

the contour line at the elevation of the corridor beginning while ES2−B was located

at the downstream extremity of the first sloping track.

The blocks velocities were measured at the ES. For these measurements, two loca-

tions of the block before and after the ES and the duration taken by the block to travel

this distance were first measured from projections of the video footage images on the

DTM of the site. Second, the velocity at the ES was calculated assuming either free

flight or rolling of the block. The error in terms of velocity measurement is mainly due

to errors on the visual positioning of the points on the DTM. This error is estimated

around 0.5m, inducing errors on the velocity around 1m/s.

Complementary, precise determination of the blocks stopping points locations was

conducted after each series of five blocks release. The theodolite used for this purpose

(Leica TS02) provided measurements with an estimated accuracy of 0.1m, mainly

resulting from uncertainties associated with the visual assessment of blocks gravity

centers. In case of breakage of the block, the stopping point considered was the stopping

point of the larger resulting fragment, if it could be identified, or the last impact point

before breakage, if the block broke in several small pieces.

Details about the study site, the experimental protocol, and the measurements can

be found in (Bourrier et al., 2020).

As the experimental dataset is made of data on two propagation paths with similar

soil types, it is very well adapted for, first, calibrating a propagation model on one

path And, second, assessing the predictive capabilities of the model on the second one.

In addition, the number of different types of soils remains limited (medium compacted

quarry wastes, compacted quarry wastes, and compact rock), which simplifies the

calibration phase, and the type of soils are similar on both paths, which is crucial for

a calibration on one path, followed by an assessment of predictive capabilities on the

second one. Finally, the extensive data related with block properties and trajectories on

both sites and the large number of block released constitutes a substantial advantage

for both the calibration and the assessment of predictive capabilities.
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a) b)

ES1-A

ES2-AES1-A

ES2-A

Figure 1.: Overview of path A (a : topview of a hillshade built from a 1m resolution
DTM, b : general view) including the location of the Evaluation Screens (ES1−A and
ES2−A), of the release zone (green squared zone), and of the potential propagation
zone (light green zone).

a) b)

ES1-B

ES2-B

ES1-B

ES2-B

Figure 2.: Overview of path B (a : topview of a hillshade built from a 1m resolution
DTM, b : general view) including the location of the Evaluation Screens (ES1−B and
ES2−B), of the release zone (green squared zone), and of the potential propagation
zone (light green zone).
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3. Block propagation modelling

3.1. Propagation model description

The propagation model was developed using the Siconos software (Acary et al., 2019)1.

Siconos is an open-source scientific software primarily targeted at modeling and sim-

ulating nonsmooth dynamical systems.

The propagation model allows to simulate the 3D propagation of a block modelled

as a convex facetized rigid body interacting with a terrain, modelled as a triangulated

surface. In 2D, the block is a polygon, and the surface a polyline. As classically done in

block propagation models, successive releases of blocks with different initial conditions

are simulated to quantify the variability of the block propagation process. For each

block, the propagation modelling is a time-stepping process. At each time step, the

occurrence of an interaction between the block and the surface is checked. In the case

of an interaction, an impulse is applied to the block. The propagation stops when the

block reaches its static equilibrium.

3.1.1. Propagation of a block

In a three-dimensional configuration, the position of the block center of mass is denoted

xg ∈ IR3, and the block orientation is characterized by a the rotation matrix R ∈ IR3×3

of the body-fixed frame with respect to a given inertial frame. The rotation matrix is

parametrized by a unit quaternion q ∈ IR4, ‖q‖ = 1 such that R = Φ(q), q̇ = Ψ(q)Ω

where Ω ∈ IR3 is the angular velocity of the body expressed in the body–fixed frame.

Formulae for Φ and Ψ can be found in standard textbooks on multi-body dynamics

(Géradin and Cardona, 2001). We denote by q the generalized coordinates vector of

the block, and by v the associated generalized velocities vector:

q :=

[
xg

q

]
, v :=

[
vg

Ω

]
. (1)

The relation between v and the time derivative of q is

q̇ =

[
ẋg

Ψ(q)q̇

]
=

[
I3 0

0 Ψ(q)

]
v := T (q)v (2)

with T (q) ∈ IR7×6, and I3 the identity matrix. Note that the generalized velocities

vector v is not directly the time derivative of the generalized coordinates vector.

1http://github.com/siconos/siconos
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The Newton-Euler equation in compact form may be written as:{
q̇ = T (q)v,

Mv̇ = F (q, v)
(3)

M ∈ IR6×6 is the total inertia matrix

M :=

(
mI3 0

0 I

)
, (4)

where m > 0 is the mass, I ∈ IR3×3 is the matrix of moments of inertia around the

center of mass and the axis of the body–fixed frame. The explicit dependence on time

of functions is not mentioned.

The vector F (q, v) ∈ IR6 collects all the forces and torques applied to the body

F (q, v) :=

(
f(xg, vg, q,Ω)

IΩ× Ω + t(xg, vg, q,Ω)

)
. (5)

where the vectors f(·) ∈ IR3 and t(·) ∈ IR3 are the total forces and torques applied to

the body. The term IΩ× Ω stands for the gyroscopic forces.

Among the other forces and torques applied to the body, those induced by the

contact between the slope surface and the block are essential. In the model, these forces

are considered as unilateral constraints applied to the block. The distance between

the block and the surface is associated with a gap function g(q) and the block is

subjected to the unilateral constraint g(q) ≥ 0, that prevents from the penetration of

the block into the ground. The unilateral constraint generates a generalized reaction

force applied to the body defined by R ∈ IR6.

The value of R is characterized using an impact law that governs the interaction

between the block and the slope surface. Impact laws are classically expressed in local

contact frames. For that reason, the local relative velocity u and the local reaction p

are expressed in terms of generalized variables with linear relations for a given q as:

u = G>(q)v

R = G(q)p.
(6)

where G>(q) is the operator relating local variables to global ones.

In the simple case of m frictionless unilateral constraints, the Newton-Euler equa-
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tions can thus be written as :

q̇ = T (q)v,

Mv̇ = F (q, v) +R

u = G>(q)v, R = G(q)p

0 ≤ g(q) ⊥ p ≥ 0.

(7)

where u ∈ IRm, p ∈ IRm and G(q) ∈ IR6×m. The inequalities involving vectors are

understood to hold component-wise and the x ⊥ y symbol means that y>x = 0. The

last line of (7) is the contact law, also known as the Signorini condition.

A specific impact law involving Coulomb friction with rolling resistance at the con-

tact was implemented in the model. This law involves a standard Coulomb friction law

which is a set-valued force law that generates a resistive force to sliding, i.e. opposite

to the sliding velocity. The standard rolling friction law, considered in this article, is

also a set-valued force law that generates a resistive moment to rolling, i.e. opposite

to the rolling velocity. This rolling friction model has been developed in (Acary and

Bourrier, 2021) and only the main features are recalled in a three-dimensional setting,

but the following formulation can be easily specified for a 2D configuration.

As mentioned previously, the formulation of the impact law requires the definition

of local variables at contact. Let assume that we can uniquely define an orthonormal

contact frame at the contact point C denoted by (C,N,T1,T2), where N ∈ IR3 defines

an outward unit normal vector to the block at point C and T1 ∈ IR3,T2 ∈ IR3 are unit

tangent vectors. The reaction force exerted by the block on the surface is denoted by

r ∈ IR3. It can be decomposed in the contact frame as

r := rNN + rT1T1 + rT2T2, with rN ∈ IR and rT := [rT1 , rT2 ]> ∈ IR2, (8)

where rT is the tangent reaction, that will be used to model Coulomb friction. The

relative velocity at contact u ∈ IR3 is used as natural way to formulate friction. It is

also decomposed as

u := uNN + uT1T1 + uT2T2 with uN ∈ IR and uT = [uT1 , uT2 ]> ∈ IR2, (9)

where uT is the sliding relative local velocity. In order to formulate the rolling friction

at contact, we also introduce the relative angular velocity ωR ∈ IR2 and the rolling

friction reaction torque mR ∈ IR2 at contact. To obtain a compact formulation of the

impact model, we denote the local variables at contact by:

p :=

 rNrT
mR

 =

[
r

mR

]
and y :=

uN

uT

ωR

 =

[
u

ωR

]
. (10)
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At the velocity level, the Signorini condition is written{
0 ≤ uN ⊥ rN ≥ 0 if g(q) ≤ 0

rN = 0 otherwise.
(11)

The motion of the block is expected to be nonsmooth since impacts occur when

the block hits the ground. The model must be completed by an impact law that will

define the post-impact velocity u+N with respect to, at least, the pre-impact velocity

u−N . The simplest choice is to use the Newton impact law that can be written as

u+N = −ecu−N , (12)

where ec ≥ 0 is the coefficient of restitution. If impact occurs, the reaction p, and its

components, r and mR are no longer homogeneous to forces but to impulses. As it is

usually done in impact mechanics (Brogliato, 2016; Moreau, 1988), the contact law

with unilateral constraints and friction is written in terms of local relative velocities

and impulses. The Newton impact law can be included in the complementary condition

at the velocity level as

0 ≤ ūN ⊥ rN ≥ 0 if g(q) ≤ 0, (13)

with ūN := u+N + ecu
−
N and rN is the normal reaction impulse. For g(q) > 0, we trivially

have p = 0. For g(q) ≤ 0, the Coulomb friction model with unilateral contact and

rolling resistance is defined in all modes, following the work in (Acary and Bourrier,

2021) :

• take–off

p = 0, ūN ≥ 0, (14)

• sticking and no-rolling

p ∈ Kr, u = 0, ωR = 0, (15)

• sliding and no-rolling

p ∈ Kr, ūN = 0, ‖rT‖ = µcrN, ‖mR‖ < µr,crN, ‖rT‖uT = −‖uT‖rT, ωR = 0, (16)

• sticking and rolling

p ∈ Kr, ūN = 0, ‖rT‖ < µcrN, ‖mR‖ = µr,crN, ‖mR‖ωR = −‖ωR‖mR, uT = 0,

(17)
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• and sliding and rolling

p ∈ ∂Kr, ūN = 0, ‖rT‖ = µcrN, ‖mR‖ = µr,crN,

‖rT‖uT = −‖uT‖rT, ‖mR‖ωR = −‖ωR‖mR,
(18)

where the extended friction cone Kr is defined as the cone of admissible reaction forces

and torques, by

Kr = {p ∈ IR5 | ‖rT‖ ≤ µrN, ‖mR‖ ≤ µr,crN} ⊂ IR5, (19)

and its boundary is given by

∂Kr = {p ∈ IR5 | ‖rT‖ = µrN, ‖mR‖ = µr,crN} ⊂ IR5. (20)

Although the model of the interaction between the block and the soil does not allow

explicitly accounting for soil deformation during impact, it integrates block energy

losses due to plasticity, viscosity and wave propagation by means of the restitution

coefficient ec. The frictional processes at the interface are also accounted for using µc.

Finally, the rolling friction coefficient µr,c quantifies cratering and resistance of the soil

to block rolling around the contact point.

Some details on the numerical implementation of the complete rolling friction model

can be found in (Acary and Bourrier, 2021). In this work, the simulations have been

done with the Moreau–Jean time–stepping scheme (Acary and Brogliato, 2008; Jean

and Moreau, 1987) based on a θ-method for the smooth terms and the projected

Gauss-Seidel for the discrete frictional contact problems (Acary et al., 2018; Jourdan

et al., 1998). The numerical methods are implemented in the Siconos software (freely

available as a free open-source software) and the version v4.3.0 is used in this article.

The θ parameter is set equal to 1/2 to avoid the numerical dissipation of energy due

to the time-stepping scheme (Acary, 2015). The time step and the error of the projected

Gauss-Seidel solver are set at 10−3s and 10−4, respectively. Under these simulation

conditions, the computational effort to compute the propagation of 50 blocks on path

A or B is typically of few minutes for 2D simulations and few hours for 3D ones on a

personal laptop, provided that the numerical model is not optimized.

3.1.2. Simulation of the blocks propagation

In total, the simulation of blocks propagation requires the definition of the terrain, as

a triangulated surface or a polyline, of the block geometry, as a meshed polyhedron or

polygon, of the soil properties in all points of the site, by means of three parameters

(ec , µc, µr,c), and of the initial release conditions (block location and orientation).

The block size, global shape (characterized by the three dimensions of the minimal

parallelepiped including the block), and initial release conditions (initial location and
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orientation) can be either defined a) as single values, if a specific unstable rock com-

partment is identified, or b) as variables quantities, if different block sizes, shapes and

initial release conditions, have been identified in a field survey.

Global homogeneous zones in the site are defined and associated with different soil

properties, i.e. with deterministic values of ec , µc, µr,c. Indeed, we assume that the

variability of the soil properties in a homogeneous zone is a minor cause of block

trajectories variability.

Finally, the detailed block shape and initial orientation are randomly set for each

block release, assuming that these quantities are the main causes of the variability of

the block propagation process.

3.2. Simulations of the experiments

For the 3D simulations of the experiments, a 1m resolution DTM was built from the

resampling of the 0.2m resolution DTM generated. The decrease in DTM resolution

is mandatory because, as the model of the interaction between the block and the soil

does not explicitly integrates soil plastic strains, a 0.2m resolution DTM would model

local topography details that are suppressed in real impacts due to cratering. One can

note that the decrease in DTM resolution also decreases drastically computational

durations.

Profiles starting from the release zones were extracted from the 1m DTM for the 2D

simulations. The profiles were chosen from expert assessment of the main propagation

corridors. For path A, the profile was generated along the steepest slope direction.

For path B, a profile passing through the upper corridor, bordered by a rock cut and

a talus, and following the steepest slope direction down this corridor was built. At

the crossing with the tracks, the profile crosses the track following the steepest slope

direction of the above slope.

Each block propagation simulation set corresponds to the simulation of n block

propagations. For each propagation simulation set, the stopping points of all blocks

were stored as well as the velocities and heights of the blocks passing through the ES.

For each block propagation, a set of four block properties (three block dimensions

L1, L2, L3, and the block mass mb) was sampled among the quantities measured in the

experiments. A convex polyhedron in 3D, or a convex polygon in 2D, was generated

so as to fit into a parallepiped of dimensions L1, L2, L3 in 3D, or a rectangle of

dimensions L1, L2 in 2D. The polyhedron, or polygon, generation procedure consists

in generating a point cloud, then identifying the points bordering the point cloud and,

finally, creating a convex envelope using these points (triangulated surface in 3D or

polyline in 2D). The number of points of the initial point cloud impacts the shape of

the polyhedron or polygon (see section 4.2). Finally, the mass of the measured block

was affected to the body generated.

The horizontal initial coordinates of the blocks were randomly chosen within ranges
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a) b)

Soil 1

Soil 2

Soil 1

Soil 1

Soil 1

Soil 2

Figure 3.: Homogeneous zones in terms of soil properties determined by expert knowl-
edge on the propagation paths A (a) and B (b). Two different soil types were defined
in the site.

of values corresponding to the experiments. The initial vertical location of the block

was defined so that the initial height of the block gravity centre above the slope surface

was equal to 4m for path A, or 2m for path B. Finally, the orientation was randomly

set using one random unit quaternion in 3D or one random angle in 2D.

Homogeneous zones in terms of soil properties (Fig. 3) were determined by expert

knowledge with the objective of limiting the different types of soils. Assuming that

the subvertical rock cuts are not impacted by blocks, only two different soil types

were defined in the site: loose quarry waste, mixing sand, clay, limestone fragments,

encountered in slope zones, and compact quarry waste, corresponding to the tracks

and terminal deposit areas. Fixed values of the three parameters associated with soil

properties were set for each soil type.

Finally, for each simulation set (Fig. 4), the only physical unknown parameters are

the soil properties that are set to match the results (calibration phase) or according

to previous results (validation phase).

4. Calibration and assessment of the block propagation model

The originality of the approach proposed in this research work lies in the design of

an original calibration procedure. In this procedure, the calibration is based on 2D

propagation models, which favors its feasibility given the computational efficiency of

2D models. In addition, the experimental dataset allows to separate the calibration of
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Figure 4.: Examples of block stopping points obtained from propagation simulations
on path A (a) and path B (b).

the model and the assessment of its predictive capabilities. Finally, the use of calibra-

tion data at the field scale, of block stopping points locations in particular, favors the

applicability of the procedure proposed since the latter data is more easily accessible

to practitioners, compared to data at the rebound scale, in particular.

The calibration phase consists in determining the soil properties associated with the

two soil types of the site using 2D simulations. In this phase, only the experimental

data on path A were used so that the experimental results obtained for path B could

be dedicated to validation only.

The experimental results available for path A correspond to the propagation of fifty

blocks along the path. Although rather large, this sample may not be sufficient to assess

the complete variability of the block propagation. Substantially different results may

have been obtained for another sample. As it is not possible to check this assumption

from the experimental results, we choose to perform calibration using simulation sets

sets of n = 50 block releases in order to compare samples of the same size as in the

experiments and to limit the simulation duration. We will assess the relevance of the

results obtained by comparing different simulation results obtained with n = 50 among

each other and with results obtained for increasing numbers of block releases.

We used both the measurements of the stopping points and of the velocities for the

comparisons. In 2D, the locations of the stopping points cannot directly be used as

the blocks do not necessarily propagate through the profiles chosen for the simula-

tions. Instead of projecting the points on the profile following assumptions subject to

caution, we choose to use the percentage of blocks located in experimentally identified

preferential deposit zones (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5.: Preferential deposit zones identified during the experimental campaign for
path A (a) and path B (b) (Bourrier et al., 2020).

In the following, the expert-based calibration, that allowed to determine the optimal

soil properties, is first presented. Second, the relevance and the robustness of the

simulations is analyzed. In particular, the repeatability of the simulation results, the

influence of the number n of block propagation per simulation set, of the modelling of

the shape of the blocks and of the influence of the soil properties are investigated.

4.1. Expert-based calibration using 2D simulations

The expert-based calibration phase consisted in iteratively selecting the values of the

soils properties that lead to the best adequacy between the simulation and the exper-

imental results. Although more complex calibration procedure, based on optimization

processes for example (Mollon et al., 2012), could have been more efficient, we choose

an expert-based calibration to remain in the context of classical use of block propaga-

tion models by practitioners.

The first step of the calibration consisted in setting values of the soils properties

for Soil 1 (Fig. 3) that traduce the trajectories of the block along the uphill slope.

In this part of the slope, the blocks propagate by successions of very small rebounds

which induces low velocities, ranging between almost nil ones and 7.5m/s (Fig. 6),

at ES1 − A. Few blocks are stopped in this part of the slope : 2% of the blocks are

stopped in zone 1A and 2% in zone 2A.

The setting of parameters for Soil 1 is challenging because it requires finding sets of

values that allow propagation of the block at low velocity until ES1−A and few blocks
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Soil 1 Soil 2
ec 0. 0.
µc 0.5 0.6
µr,c (m) 0.04 0.05

Table 1.: Soils properties obtained from expert-based calibration

stops in zones 1A and 2A. The best fit parameters obtained (Table 1) allow to obtain

very few block stops and similar velocity ranges as in the experiments at ES1−A (Fig.

6). However, one can note that the parameters chosen entail slight overestimation of

the blocks stopping in zones 1A and 2A and, even if velocity ranges are similar. Despite

these differences, the parameters sets chosen remains the more suitable obtained from

expert-based calibration. Other sets of parameters either yielded too many blocks

stopped before ES1−A or too large velocities at ES1−A.

The direct setting of parameters associated with Soil 2 at the same values as for Soil 1

(Fig. 6 - 1 zone) provides simulation results in adequacy with experimental results in

terms of velocities ranges at ES2−A and of relative distribution between the blocks

stopped in zones 3A and 4A. The predictions of both quantities were improved (Fig.

6 - 2 zones) considering that Soil 2 leads to more frictional dissipation (Table 1), i.e.

larger values of both µc and µr,c , since it is more compact.

One can note that the differences between the two latter simulations for zones 1A

and 2A as well as for ES1 − A illustrate the fact that using n = 50 is not sufficient

for a complete assessment of the variability of the simulation results due to different

initial block shapes and orientations.

Finally, in an attempt to improve the predictions of block propagation in the upper

part of the slope, a third zone, corresponding to the release zone of the blocks (Fig.

1) was defined. µr,c was set at nil value in this zone to favor initial propagation of the

blocks (Fig. 6 - 3 zones) which improves the prediction of the distribution of block

stopping points.

4.2. Relevance and robustness of the simulations

The comparison between different simulation sets for n = 50 (Fig. 7) shows that

results are qualitatively similar in terms of relative number of blocks stopped in the

different zones and of velocity ranges at ES1−A and ES2−A. However, significant

quantitative differences between the simulation sets exist both in terms of percentages

of blocks stopped in the different zones and velocity distributions at the ES.

For increasing values of n (Fig. 8), the differences between the results tend to de-

crease both in terms of stopping points and velocities but remain, even between large

numbers of block releases (n = 500 and n = 2000, for example). However, the smaller

sample (n = 50) is a good indicator of the general trends of the simulations for larger

values of n.
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Figure 6.: Comparison between experimental and simulations results obtained for path
A using the soil parameters associated with Soil 1 along the complete path (1 zone),
or the best fit parameters for Soil 1 and 2 (2 zones), or the best fit parameters for Soil
1 and 2 and µr,c = 0 in the release zone of the blocks (a : distribution of the stopping
points between the preferential deposit zones, b : cumulative distribution function of
block velocities at ES1−A, c : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at
ES2−A).

Figure 7.: Results obtained from different simulations of block propagation on path
A using the calibrated parameters for soil properties and n = 50 (a : distribution of
the stopping points between the preferential deposit zones, b : cumulative distribution
function of block velocities at ES1− A, c : cumulative distribution function of block
velocities at ES2−A).
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Figure 8.: Results obtained from different simulations of block propagation on path A
using the calibrated parameters for soil properties and increasing numbers n of block
releases (a : distribution of the stopping points between the preferential deposit zones,
b : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at ES1 − A, c : cumulative
distribution function of block velocities at ES2−A).

Under the simulation assumptions described in section 3.2, the simulation parame-

ters that can influence the results are the initial orientation, whose influence is explored

by making n block releases, the block shape and the soil properties. The influence of

the two latter parameters was analysed compared to the variability between the sim-

ulation sets for n = 50 (Fig. 7).

Simulations with different block shapes have been performed. Rectangular blocks,

EOTA (rectangles with ”cut corners”) blocks (EOTA, 2018), and two convex poly-

gons, made of smaller and larger numbers of segments, were modelled. The shape of

the convex polygons was controlled by means of the number of points of the initial

point cloud used to generate the convex polygonal envelop: the larger the number of

points in the point could, the larger the number of segments of the polygon. These

simulations (Fig. 10) showed that the influence of block shape is significantly larger

than the variability observed for n = 50 (Fig. 7) only for cubes and EOTA blocks. On

the contrary, the shape of the random polygons influences in the same order as the

variability observed for n = 50. The influence of block shape can be explained from

a physical point of view. More cubic block shapes entail smaller block propagation

distances and velocities.

The influence of soil properties was explored using constant soil properties on the

study site. In this analysis, initial values of the soil parameters were first defined. The

restitution coefficient ec was set at nil value, the friction coefficient was set µc = 0.6,

and the rolling friction coefficient µr,c was set at nil value. The influence of each

soil parameter was second explored by varying only it. The results obtained show
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Figure 9.: Results obtained from different simulations of block propagation on path
A using the calibrated parameters for soil properties and different block shapes (a :
distribution of the stopping points between the preferential deposit zones, b : cumu-
lative distribution function of block velocities at ES1−A, c : cumulative distribution
function of block velocities at ES2−A).

significant influence of ec (Fig. 11) and µr,c (Fig. 12) compared with differences in

simulation sets for n = 50 (Fig. 7), whereas the influence of µc (Fig. 10) remains in

the same order of magnitude. As for the influence of block shape, the influence of soil

parameters can be explained from a physical point of view. Increase in ec and decrease

in µr,c entail less energy dissipation and, consequently, more propagation and larger

velocities. The influence of µc is more complex to interpret since µc = 0.6 seems to be

in the vicinity of a threshold value. For µc = 0.4, the blocks propagate preferentially

by sliding with small frictional dissipation and thus travel further than for µc = 0.6.

For µc = 0.8, block tend to more preferentially roll and thus also propagate further

than for µc = 0.6.

4.3. Predictive capabilities of the block propagation model

The soil parameters calibrated in 2D using the experimental results on path A (Table

1) have been used in 2D simulations to predict block propagation on path B. The

predictions obtained provide relevant information concerning the preferential deposit

zones, the mean velocities at ES1 − B and the velocity range at ES2 − B (Fig. 13).

However, the percentages of block stopped are underestimated for zone 1B and 3B and

overestimated for zones 2B and 4B. The extremely low and high values of velocities

at ES1 − B are also not predicted. Finally, the details of velocity distribution at

ES2−B are not predicted. One can note that the variability of the results for different

simulation sets is of the same order as for path A.
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Figure 10.: Results obtained from different simulations of block propagation on path
A using ec = 0, µr,c = 0 and different values of µc (a : distribution of the stopping
points between the preferential deposit zones, b : cumulative distribution function of
block velocities at ES1−A, c : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at
ES2−A).

Figure 11.: Results obtained from different simulations of block propagation on path
A using µc = 0.6, µr,c = 0 and different values of ec (a : distribution of the stopping
points between the preferential deposit zones, b : cumulative distribution function of
block velocities at ES1−A, c : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at
ES2−A).
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Figure 12.: Results obtained from different simulations of block propagation on path
A using ec = 0, µc = 0.6 and different values of µr,c (a : distribution of the stopping
points between the preferential deposit zones, b : cumulative distribution function of
block velocities at ES1−A, c : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at
ES2−A).

The use of 3D simulations to predict block propagation on path B using soil param-

eters calibrated in 2D on path A improves the quality of the predictions (Fig. 14) in

terms of velocity distribution prediction and relative order of the preferential deposit

zones. Quantitatively, the same differences as for 2D simulations are observed.

Interestingly, simulations of block propagation in 3D on path A (Fig. 15) using

the same soil properties as in 2D provides slightly better results in terms of velocity

distribution prediction. However, the limitation concerning the too numerous block

stoppings in the uphill part of the site remains.

Finally, the distribution of the block stopping points obtained from 3D simulations

(Fig. 16) on path A exhibit similar lateral dispersion as in the experiments. As observed

in Fig. 15, a significantly too large amount of blocks is stopped in the uphill slope.

For path B, although too many blocks are stopped on the uphill track compared to

the ones stopped on the downhill one, the simulations predict well the substantial 3D

deviations of the blocks from the main corridor.

5. Conclusion

The model proposed is based on a rigorous mechanical and numerical modelling of

block propagation that focuses on the main parameters influencing the propagation.

The model allows to integrate the effects of topography, block shape, initial location

and orientation in a detailed manner and a contact model is integrated to traduce the

interaction between the soil and block. The contact model, based on sound mechanical
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Figure 13.: Predictions of block propagation on path B obtained from 2D simulations
with different simulation sets using the calibrated parameters for soil properties and
n = 50 (a : distribution of the stopping points between the preferential deposit zones,
b : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at ES1 − B, c : cumulative
distribution function of block velocities at ES2−B).

Figure 14.: Predictions of block propagation on path B obtained from 3D simulations
with different simulation sets using the calibrated parameters for soil properties and
n = 50 (a : distribution of the stopping points between the preferential deposit zones,
b : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at ES1 − B, c : cumulative
distribution function of block velocities at ES2−B).
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Figure 15.: Predictions of block propagation on path A obtained from 3D simulations
with different simulation sets using the calibrated parameters for soil properties and
n = 50 (a : distribution of the stopping points between the preferential deposit zones,
b : cumulative distribution function of block velocities at ES1 − A, c : cumulative
distribution function of block velocities at ES2−A).

10 0 10 20 30 40 m7.5 0 7.5 15 22.5 30 m
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Figure 16.: Predictions of block stopping points on path A (a) and path B (b) obtained
from 3D simulations with simulation sets using the calibrated parameters for soil
properties and n = 50.
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bases, involves a limited number of parameters related with the main physical process.

The restitution coefficient quantifies soil plasticity, viscosity and mechanical waves

propagation, the friction at the interface is also implemented as well as a rolling friction

process which models cratering and resistance of the soil to block rolling around the

contact point. In total, only three parameters are required to define soil properties in

terms of interaction with the block.

The modelling approach proposed is among the more complex and detailed ones

in trajectory analyses. The model belongs to the class of ”rigid body” models which

are classically identified as more complex than ”lumped mass” ones (Volkwein et al.,

2011). Compared to ”lumped mass” models, ”rigid body” models are based on more

advanced mechanical concepts. In particular, instead of considering the block as a

material point and using rebound models involving changes of the block velocities at

its gravity centre only, they model explicitly the block shape and the interaction at

the contact scale. This increased complexity does not necessarily entail increase in the

number of parameters and simplifies the physical interpretation of the results. Among

the propagation models explicitly integrating block shape, the model proposed is based

on nonsmooth mechanics which allows a modelling of the contact as an interaction be-

tween perfectly rigid bodies. All the dissipation processes are modeled in the interface,

keeping the intrinsic sticking feature of friction. In standard discrete element methods,

Coulomb friction is generally regularized leading to non realistic viscous friction when

sticking. This approach does not require introducing local compliance at the contact

scale which is usually difficult to measure experimentally, does not introduce damping,

and allows a more diversified use of numerical solving schemes. In particular, the nu-

merical scheme used in this study allows to suppress unrealistic energy balance due to

an artificial introduction of viscosity to ensure the numerical stability. The specificity

of the modelling approach proposed will be crucial for several modelling improve-

ments envisaged such as, for instance, the coupling with other mechanical models (e.g.

models of protection structures) or the modelling of block fragmentation during prop-

agation. One can note that most of the modelling features presented in this paper are

freely available in the open-source block propagation models platform Platrock2 and

its coupling with Siconos.

In addition, both the simulation procedure and the calibration approach constitute

original contributions of this work.

The principles of the simulation procedure favors practical use of the modelling

approach. In particular, the variability of the parameters that cannot be estimated in

the field (block shape and initial orientation, in this study) is explored statistically

while the parameters that be can assessed in the field are explicitly set by the modeller.

In the context of this study, the parameters set by the modeller were the global block

properties (mass and sizes), the topography, and the release zone location, including

the release height. The soil properties are also modeller-defined parameters but they

2https://gitlab.com/platrock/platrock
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are more difficult to set since they cannot directly be measured. In this study, they

were first calibrated and, second, used as input parameters to assess the predictive

capabilities of the model.

A calibration procedure based on expert settings of the soil properties by trial and

error was chosen in accordance with the engineering practices in the field of trajec-

tory analysis. The fact that the calibration is based on 2D propagation models, favors

its feasibility, given the computational efficiency of 2D models, and the experimental

dataset used allows to separate calibration of the model and assessment of its predic-

tive capabilities. Complementary, the use of calibration data at the field scale, of block

stopping points locations in particular, favors the applicability of the procedure pro-

posed since the latter data is more easily accessible to practitioners, compared to data

at the rebound scale, in particular. Finally, this study presents a calibration based on

comparisons to the complete distributions of several experimental measurements, and

not only to global indicators (such as mean or maximum values) of these distributions,

which not usual in the literature.

As classically in trajectory analyses, the calibrated model simulations predict the

main characteristics of the propagation but not the quantitative details of the stop-

ping points and velocities distributions. The simulations performed with the calibrated

model on path B show the capacity of the model to predict the main characteristics

of the propagation on path B both using 2D and 3D simulations. The level of ade-

quacy between the experimental and simulation results is of the same order as in the

calibration phase, i.e. for 2D simulations on path A. The similar level of adequacy

between simulations and experimental results in the calibration and validation phases

highlights that rebound model parameters can be associated with soil types, at least

on this example. This generic feature of the model setting is crucial in terms of appli-

cability since, after a calibration phase on sufficient amount of soil types, the model

may be used in a predictive manner. The adequacy between 2D and 3D simulations

is also an advantage in terms of applicability since 2D calibrations are substantially

easier and faster than 3D ones.

Although the modelling of the field experiments provides a first overview of the

use of the propagation model proposed, the modelling approach has to be adapted

for a practical use since the conditions of the field experiments presented do not fully

correspond to typical practical conditions. In particular, in practice, the block release

point, volume, shape and orientation are not fixed. They have to be assessed from

field observations and, in most cases, release point locations and volumes have to

be explored statistically in addition to block shape and orientation. In addition, in

the absence of an exhaustive calibration of the model for a large range of soil types,

additional calibrations have to be done which is a difficult task mainly because of the

questions of the amount and of the type of data required for a correct calibration.

The results presented in this paper exhibit a level of adequacy that may not look

sufficient for a quantitative design of protection structures or for precise hazard zona-
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tion. However, the results tend to show that the adequacy lacks are more in the details

of the velocity distribution than in the global range of velocities. Consequently, it may

be possible to design a structure on the basis of the predicted extreme quantities. In

the same vein, differences in terms of block stopping points are mainly observed for

small and median propagation distances which is of smaller importance in practice. In

addition, the level of adequacy, although rather small, can be completed with uncer-

tainties assessment to provide additional information that will increase awareness in

the process of design or zonation. Finally, a promising perspective for the improvement

of model adequacy is the design of more advanced calibration procedures based on the

optimization of the parameters values.
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